
To County Board Members: 
 
These are my comments on last week's "recommendations" by the 4MRV working 
group on Jennie Dean Park.  I added the quotation marks on "recommendations" 
because it is very obvious that there is a virtual lack of consensus in the working group 
even as it presents recommendations.  There is a problem here.  Please pay attention. 
 
First, the adult softball community is pleased by the apparent recognition of the urgent 
need for retaining both an adult diamond field and a youth diamond field at Jennie Dean 
Park.  The devil will be in the details, i.e., it is equally apparent that DPR has a safety-
reducing scheme to redesign the Jennie Dean fields with baseline fencing missing -- 
copying its action of ripping out 600 feet of baseline fencing [at a cost of $3,520] at the 
two Virginia Highlands Fields with no public discussion or notice.  Any renovation or 
redesign of the diamond fields at Jennie Dean Park without full fencing is unacceptable 
to the diamond fields community.  Do not make the mistake of viewing such a move as 
a compromise.  The only thing that will be compromised is safety.  Also, no plan should 
be adopted that phases in either the adult or youth diamond field contingent on the 
removal of the WETA building.  Both fields must be done together in the short term. 
 
The staff policy framework proposal that failed to receive majority support met certain 
desirable outcomes, i.e., it opened up the area by the creek to public use.  It has 
potential.  However, there are problems with the adult field configuration.  First, virtually 
all fielders would be facing west during games, in other words, looking directly into the 
setting sun.  This reduces safety of play.  Also, home runs and foul balls hit to the left 
field side would be flying out onto S. Four Mile Run Drive, further compromising 
safety.  Perhaps you could flip the location of the adult and youth fields with the adult 
field facing the creek and the youth field closer to S. Four Mile Run.    
 
However, a more ideal configuration for the adult field and youth field is Option 1, 
Phase 1 of the plan unveiled in summer 2017 shown below.  This would flip the 
placement of the two fields from the alternate proposal that the working group barely 
approved last week by a thin 12-10 vote, thereby removing the WETA building as a 
factor in the near term. 
 
While its placement might be up for debate, the angle of the adult field is the best option 
in terms of safety of the players as the sun would not be a factor.  If opening up at least 
some of the creek area is a priority, then the adult field could be tucked into the corner 
of S. Four Mile Drive and S. Nelson Street as in the staff policy framework, only the 
field's configuration would be as is shown below.  The little league field could be placed 
as is shown below regardless of the placement of the adult field.  Optimal location for 
the two fields, though, is shown below in Option 1, Phase 1 of the 2017 proposal. 
 

Option 1, Phase 1 -- best configuration for both adult and youth fields 



 
 

The diamond field community wants the land west of S. Nelson Street to be 
incorporated into the overall park as originally intended.  It should not be re-purposed as 
an arts district, which would betray the supposed commitment to providing more open 
park space for county residents.  This could provide alternative locations for tennis and 
basketball courts west of S. Nelson Street while hopefully satisfying Nauck community 
desires for more open space along S. Four Mile Run Drive.  Developing this land as an 
arts district will severely restrict the ability to foster solutions that satisfy community 
needs for parks and recreation.  But expanding Jennie Dean Park to include the space 
west of S. Nelson Street will expand the ability to satisfy these needs -- that is the kind 
of compromise solution that you ought to find most satisfying..   
 
The need for adequate parking cannot be ignored in any plan.  Removing a parking lot 
with no adequate substitution ignores the potential of increased park use, both by 
diamond field users and others.     
 
Clearly, more work needs to be done.  The working group needs to find 
consensus.  Send them back to the drawing board.  And the Diamond Field Community 
needs to be consulted all along the way. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Mark Sarver 



Coach, Crystal City Sports Pub 
Men's Class-C Wednesday Adult Softball 
 


